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Abstract

We implemented three iterative reconstruction algorithms (maximum likelihood-expectation

maximization (MLEM) algorithm, multiplicative simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(MSIRT) and additive simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (ASIRT)) incorporating at-

tenuation correction (AC) and scatter correction (SC) for single photon emission computed tomog-

raphy (SPECT). The purpose of this study is to investigate the convergence properties of the three

iterative methods by computer simulation using EGS4. Digital brain and cyrindrical phantoms

were designed for activity distribution and linear attenuation coe�cient maps. In this study, the

simulated radioisotope was Tc-99m (photon energy = 140keV). The photon attenuation and scatter

and the distance-dependent blurring due to the collimator were involved in the simulated SPECT

system. In the implemented reconstruction algorithms, modeling of the e�ect of attenuation and

scattering were involved but the distance-depend blurring was not included. The progress of the

reconstruction was monitored by observing the residual squares error (�2) between the calculated

projections and measurement data at each iteration.

The number of iterations needed to reach a constant �2 value were di�erent for each algorithm.

ASIRT needed the largest number, MLEM the lowest number of iteration. The ASIRT required

more than 100 iteration to produce a comparable result of MLEM and MSIRT. We observed almost

equivalent performance between MLEM and MSIRT. All iterative reconstruction algorithms were

e�ective in compensating for non-uniform attenuation distribution. There are potential in the

iterative reconstruction algorithms for improvement of quantitative SPECT capability. EGS4 is

powerful tool for investigating the properties of reconstruction algorithms without actual phantom

experiments using the radioactive isotopes.

1 Introduction

Many iterative reconstruction algorithms for single photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) have been proposed[1-4]. One of the most important issues in SPECT is quantitative

accuracy of radionuclide distributions and concentrations. The concentration of the tracer gives phys-

iological information about the metabolism of a living tissue. The advantage of the iterative recon-

struction algorithms is that they can easily incorporate a model of the physical processes inuencing

the absolute quantitation, such as photon attenuation and scatter in organ [5]. In SPECT, the spatial

resolution depends on the distance from the detector due to the �nite hole-diameter of the collimator.

The compensation of the distance-dependent blurring can be also included into the algorithm [4].

Therefore the iterative reconstruction algorithms are expected to improve the quantitative capability
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of SPECT. These methods have long been considered not to be suitable in clinical routine studies due

to the excessive computational requirement of each iteration step and slow convergence. Because of

increases in computer power, the iterative reconstruction for SPECT has recently become clinically

available as an alternative to conventional �ltered backprojection algorithm.

We implemented three iterative reconstruction algorithms, maximum likelihood-expectation max-

imization (MLEM) algorithm [1,2], multiplicative simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(MSIRT)[3,6] and additive simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (ASIRT)[3], incorporat-

ing the attenuation and scatter compensation for SPECT. The choice of the algorithm and selecting

of a stopping iteration number depend on the conditions in a given clinical environment. The object

of this study is to investigate the convergence properties of the iterative reconstruction algorithms

using EGS4 [7].

2 Theory of Iterative Reconstruction Algorithms

2.1 De�nition of notation

Figure 1 shows the notation and coordination system for the reconstruction. �kj is the value of

reconstructed image at the pixel j for the k-th iteration, yi is the measured projection data at i-th

bin, and Cij is the detection probability that give the fraction of photons from pixel j to projection

bin i. The value of Cij represents as the overlapped area between i-th ray tube and pixel j.

2.2 Iterative reconstruction algorithms

Maximum likelihood-expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm is described as follows:

�k+1j =
�kjPm
i Cij
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i

CijPm
j Cij�

k
j
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where k is the iteration number. This algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood estimate of a

probability distribution function from the observed data [8]. In this algorithm, the measured emission

data is assumed a spatially dependent Poisson model.

Additive simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (ASIRT) and multiplicative simultaneous

iterative reconstruction technique (MSIRT) are described as follows, respectively:
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In ASIRT and MSIRT methods, the measured emission data is assumed a Gauss distribution.

Figure 2 show the owcharts of each algorithm. The reconstruction images are iteratively upgraded

by the di�erent manners. All algorithms must be started from positive initial estimates of �0, and the

Cij is calculated at once before the iteration cycle. There is no mathematical rule for stopping of the

iteration, so it must be found empirically.

2.3 Incorporation of attenuation and scatter correction into the algorithms

The e�ect of photon attenuation can be easily incorporated into the probability Cij. The number

of photons are exponentially decreased passing through a pixel j. The attenuation factor is given

by exp(�
P

j2Ji
�jlij), where �j is the linear attenuation coe�cient [cm�1] at the pixel j, Ji is the

subset of pixels passing through the i-th ray and lij is the intersection length [cm]. The �j map is

supplied as a prior information measured by the external radioisotope source or X-ray CT scanner. The
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probability incorporating the attenuation consists in calculating Cij exp(�
P

j2Ji
�jlij). In practical

implementation, the value of was approximated by Cij x [pixel size].

The scatter component contaminated in the main window was approximated by the method of

Ogawa et al [9,10]. This method was assumed that the scatter component could be calculated by

linear interpolation using the images of sub-window as follows:

Si = 0:5
CSi

Ws

Wm (4)

where CSi
is the measured counts in the sub-window at i-th bin,Ws andWm are the width of sub- and

main- window [keV], respectively. In order to incorporate the scatter correction, the estimated scatter

component Si was subtracted from the measured projection data yi in each algorithm. Including

the above-mentioned procedures, the attenuation correction (AC) and scatter correction (SC) can be

accomplished. Although the blurring due to the solid angle of the collimator hole was included in the

simulation data, it was not included in the reconstruction algorithms.

3 Simulation

3.1 Digital phantoms and material data

To evaluate the properties of the implemented iterative reconstruction algorithms, we performed

the simulation study using the digital brain and cylindrical phantoms as shown in Fig.3. In the

brain phantom, the activity distribution map was modeled as the gray and white matter structures

segmented from autopsy brain phantom [11]. The activity ratio of gray/white matter was assumed to

4:1. The linear attenuation coe�cient map consisted of brain tissue and skull regions. The component

of the brain tissue was assumed to equivalent of the water (H2O). On the other hand, the skull region

that has no activity consisted of six elements from H, C, N, O, P, and Ca. These data were supplied

into the PEGS program to produce the material �le that contained the cross section of interaction. In

this study, the simulated radioisotope was Tc-99m (photon energy = 141keV). The linear attenuation

coe�cients � for the narrow beam of 141 keV were estimated about 0.15 and 0.26 cm�1 for tissue and

skull, respectively. The cylindrical phantom was de�ned as the same fashion but a uniform activity

distribution was assumed. The phantoms were a 128 x 128 matrix with a pixel size of 3.125 mm.

3.2 Generation of projection data using EGS4

The photons were generated using EGS4 [7] and user extended program for a SPECT system coded

by Narita et al. [12,13]. The codes were implemented into the Windows based computer (Pentium-

III, 600MHz, 128MB ) by Visual Fortran Ver 6.1(Compaq Corp.). The digital phantoms and the

pre-calculated material �le by PEGS were supplied into the EGS4 program. The physical processes

of attenuation, scatter and the blurring due to the detector response were involved in the simulated

SPECT system. Two kinds of collimator (ultra high-resolution type (UHR) and high-sensitive type

(HS)) were examined. The parameters used in the simulation were summarized in Table 1.

3.3 Convergence criteria

To investigate the convergence properties of the implemented iterative algorithms, two criteria

have been examined. First the progress of the reconstruction was monitored by observing the residual

squares error (�2) at each iteration. �2 is de�ned as follows:

�2 =
mX

i

(p�yi) (5)

�2 is interpreted that how well the forward projection of the image matches with the measured data.

Therefore it will be expected to decrease with increasing the iteration number, and approach to the
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plateau. Secondly, evaluating of gray/white count ratio also monitored the image contrast. The regions

of interest (ROI) were de�ned on the deep gray matter and white matter by 3 x 3 square pixels. The

gray/white ratio will be approach to the assumed value of 4.0 if the AC, SC and compensation of

blurring by collimator are perfect.

4 Results and Discussion

The simulated energy spectra of Tc-99m using the UHR collimator and the brain phantom are

shown in Fig.4. The de�ned energy windows are also indicated on the same �gure. The primary

spectrum, which cannot be measured in actual experiment, represents that photon experience no

interaction passing through the organ. The total spectrum is summation of the primary and scatter.

The estimated energy spectra were similar with the results of previous report of simulation study [14].

Fig.5 shows the progress of reconstructed images of cylindrical phantom using MLEM algorithm

and the HS collimator as function of the iteration number. �2 decreased rapidly at early iterations.

Subsequently it declines slightly at late iterations. In this case, the feasible iteration number could be

determined as about 40 iteration for with attenuation and scatter correction (ACSC) and 30 iteration

for without ACSC. The values of �2 performed by AC and SC were small compared to those without

correction. The same tendency was observed in the results using UHR. The computation time for

image reconstruction was about 2 sec for one iteration.

Fig.6 shows the generated sinogram (projection data) from brain phantom and reconstructed

images using MLEM with and without ACSC for both collimators. The maximum counts in the

projection data of main window were 17805 and 1811 counts/pixel using HS and UHR, respectively.

The sensitivity of HS was about 10 times higher than that of UHR. The computation times for

generating of the sinograms were about 10 hr and 16 hr using HS and UHR, respectively. The values

of �2 using MLEM algorithm with and without ACSC are shown in Fig.7 as a function of the number

of iteration. The reconstructed images at each iteration were also shown. The feasible iteration

numbers were about 40 for HS and 50 for UHR when AC and SC were performed. Visual inspection

has con�rmed that the stopping rule work well. It is evident that the performing of AC and SC

slows the iterative process down. Fig.8 shows the comparison of three algorithms on �2 with ACSC.

The number of iterations needed to reach a constant value were di�erent for each algorithm. ASIRT

needed the largest number, MLEM the lowest number of iteration. The ASIRT required more than

100 iteration to produce a comparable result of MLEM and MSIRT. We observed almost equivalent

performance between MLEM and MSIRT. The similar results were obtained using HS.

Fig. 9 shows the count ratio of gray and white matter in ROIs as a function of the iteration

number using MLEM. By performing the AC and SC, the gray/white ratio was improved from 1.99

to 2.89 using HS and 2.89 to 3.82 using UHR at 80 iteration. In UHR collimator study, the estimated

gray/white values were nearly equal to the assumed value of 4.0, but a little underestimation (-4.5%)

was observed. The reasonable explanation for the underestimation is that modeling of distance-

dependent blurring was not included in the reconstruction algorithms. Fig.10 shows the comparison

of algorithms on gray/white ratio using UHR collimator. All iterative reconstruction algorithms

were e�ective in compensating for scatter and non-uniform attenuation distribution. The simulations

revealed the slow convergence property of ASIRT. It also makes little di�erent on the results whether

we utilize MLEM or MSIRT for the image reconstruction.

5 Conclusion

We implemented three iterative reconstruction algorithms incorporation of scatter and attenuation

compensation. In order to investigate the convergence properties, the simulation SPECT system

using EGS4 was constructed. The simulation studies makes clear convergence properties of each

algorithm for two kinds of phantoms and collimators. In conclusion, these methods are potential for
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improvement of quantitative SPECT capability. EGS4 is powerful tool for investigating the properties

of reconstruction algorithms without actual phantom experiments using the radioactive isotopes.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters

Detector size 400 mm x 250 mm

Collimator geometry

Ultra high resolution (UHR) 1.0 mm �x 60 mm

High sensitive (HS) 2.0 mm �x 35 mm

Scintillator material and thickness NaI(Tl), 9.5mm

Energy windows

Main window 141 keV � 10%

Sub window 120 keV � 5%

Energy resolution 10%

Rotation radius 250 mm

Projection 128 x 128 matrix, 128 views over 360 degree

Pixel size 3.125 mm
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Figure 1: Notation and coordinate systems.

 
 Figure 2: Flowchart of three iterative algorithms.
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Figure 3: Digital cylindrical and brain phantoms used in the simulation.

Figure 4: Simulated energy spectra using EGS4.
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Figure 5: Progress of reconstruction for the cylindrical phantom using MLEM algorithm as a function of iteration

number.

 Figure 6: The generated sinograms (projection data) from brain phantom and reconstructed images using

MLEM with and without ACSC for both collimators.
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Figure 7: The values of �2 using MLEM algorithm with and without ACSC as a function of the number of

iteration.

Figure 8: Comparison of three iterative algorithms on �2 using UHR collimator as a function of the number of

iteration.
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Figure 9: The values of gray/white matter counts ratio using MLEM algorithm with and without ACSC as a

function of the number of iteration.

 
Figure 10: Comparison of three iterative algorithms on gray/white matter counts ratio using UHR collimator

as a function of iteration.
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